
 

 

Het HEM opens its doors with a new exhibition  
 Chapter 4OUR: Abundance 

 
Zaandam, 23 April 2021 
 
After a challenging year marked by the COVID-19 pandemic, in which the young cultural 
platform had to postpone its planned programming, Het HEM opens its doors this 
Spring with the new exhibition Chapter 4OUR: Abundance, curated by writer, maker and 
activist Simon(e) van Saarloos.  
 
Chapter 4OUR: Abundance 
Chapter 4OUR: Abundance refuses the current structures of reality Abundance opposes the 
idea of identity stasis. Abundance refutes the notion that you can be knowable and that you 
must show yourself visibly, that you have to come out proud and sound coherent. Abundance 
assumes that everything already exists; no existing form is obligated to defend or prove itself. 
Thinking from abundance is a philosophical attempt that recognizes current identity frames, 
but also encourages to refuse and surpass them. Abundance is the wealth of presence.  

The artworks and public program that create Chapter 4OUR: Abundance defy the mentality 
of scarcity that dominates society, normalizing hierarchical differentiation, comparison and 
competition. Our motto - "We must bring about the end of the world as we know it."– follows 
philosopher Denise Ferreira da Silva’s emphasis on knowledge. We strongly believe in 
exclusion in order to include, selection and classification, categorization to claim inclusivity. 
Instead of centralizing one way of being, one way of knowing, one way of storytelling, Da 
Silva challenges us to think the impossible; to approach the world and each other radically 
different. 

What if everything has a right to exist without any proof of purpose, goal, distinct 
characteristic, hierarchy, priority, or profit? That is abundance. And what else it might be? 
That’s the infinite imagination ‘Abundance’ demands. 
 
Participating artists are: Carly Rose Bedford; Christine Sun Kim; Evan Ifekoya; Francesc 
Ruiz; Goldendean [Dean Hutton]; Harry Dodge; Jacolby Satterwhite; Marlow Moss; Mire Lee; 
Raúl de Nieves; Samantha Nye; Tabita Rezaire; Tarek Lakhrissi; Wendelien van 
Oldenborgh; Zach Blas; with residents Kevin Gotkin, Otion, Paula Chaves Bonilla, and more.  
Scenography: Théo Demans and Clemence Seilles 
 
The artworks in the exhibition are curated by guest Simon(e) van Saarloos and curator 
Vincent van Velsen.  
 
Meeting place 
Besides the Chapter, Het HEM will also offer a diverse array of programs and activities, 
ranging from contemporary art, music, design, gastronomy and debates. 
 
There is the Dynamic Range Bar for instance, where visitors can enjoy a weekly music 
program in the living room; or the new book shop SANZ by San Serriffe where people can 
buy books and special design items. We also have our permanent collections made by 
RAAAF, Levi van Veluw and Ad De Jong, and café Zanini by Hotmamahot.  
 
Chapter 4OUR is made possible with support from Amerborgh, the Mondriaan Fund and 
Outset Nederland.  
 
The 2021 public program is supported by: Fonds 21 


